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Two Gaussian measures on a vector space are either equivalent, i.e. 
mutually continuous, or mutually singular. Criteria for equivalence have been 
worked out in several papers [4, 20, 231, as have formulas for the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative. In particular, see [17]. Segal’s definition of the Gaussian 
measure associated with a Hilbert space is elegant, but it is closely tied to the 
Hilbert-space structure. The results stated here could be proved as corollaries 
of Segal’s theorems, but it seems just as easy, and more direct, to derive them 
from first principles. 
The techniques used in the present paper are not new. The dichotomy 
between equivalence and singularity was proved in a simple way by 
Shepp [20], and for notation and certain intermediate results, we have 
reproduced part of his proof. The connection between bilinear functionals 
and Hilbert subspaces of a vector space is due to Aronszajn [l] and 
Schwartz 1161, and was applied to Gaussian measures by Parzen (see, for 
instance, [12]) and Capon [2]. Many special cases have been proven, Capon’s 
result being the most easily extended; see also [7, 11, 14, 21, 221. Several 
results which are roughly equivalent to this paper have also been published 
[IO, 13, 15, 191. But the simple nature of the general criterion has not been 
recognized, apparently because no one has hitherto generalized Capon’s use 
of the reproducing kernel to spaces other than the continuous functions on an 
interval. 
Section 1 below summarizes some facts which we need from the theory of 
measures on infinite-dimensional vector spaces. Section 2 deals with Hilbert 
subspaces and the “kernels” by which they may be defined. Section 3 treats 
Gaussians on finite-dimensional spaces, rephrasing what everyone knows in 
terms convenient for section 4, where the “passage to the limit” is carried out 
and the dichotomy is established. Section 5 evaluates the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative in the case of equivalence. 
* This work was partially supported by the National Science Foundation under 
grant NSF-GP-5455. 
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I. RIEASURES 0N VECTOR SPACES 
Let E be a vector space over the real numbers, and let E* be its algebraic 
dual. Let 9 be the directed set of finite-dimensional subspaces of E, ordered 
by inclusion. For F E 9, F* is a quotient space of E*. If Fl C F, there is a 
natural map 17F F of F,* onto Fl*. Suppose for each F E 9 a measure pF is 
given on F*, sick that for F, CF, , pr, is sent into Pi, by ITFIF, . Let .@J8, 
be the u-field of preimages in E* of pF-measurable sets, and let g be the 
u-field generated by UFE9 gF. Then there is a unique measure p on E”, 
defined for sets in g, such that p is sent into pP by IYI,, . (See [5, II.41 or [3], 
[6], [18]). If the pF are all Gaussian in the usual sense, then we say that p is a 
Gaussian measure on E*. 
To each x E E corresponds a random variable 5 on E*. The mean, defined 
as M(x) = s .? dp, and the covariance, C(x, y) = f Zjj dp - M(x) M(y), are 
a linear and a bilinear functional respectively. 
Quite a lot is known about the possibility of finding subspaces of E* which 
have measure 1 with respect to p. For instance, if E has a locally convex 
topology, satisfying certain technical conditions, then necessary and sufficient 
conditions are known for p to be 0 outside the topological dual E’. (See, for 
instance, [S, 11.3.21, [6, pp. 312-3341). If E is a real Hilbert space, then there 
is a Gaussian measure on E* characterized by the fact that its mean is 0 and 
its covariance is the inner product on E. To find a vector space which sup- 
ports this measure, let T be an arbitrary Hilbert-Schmidt operator on E 
which does not have 0 as an eigenvalue; let 
ET’ = {y E E* : sup( TX, y)/ll x 11 < 00, x E E, x # O}. 
Then ET’ has the measure 1 ([S]). 
Now if we have measures t~s , pFL1 and p = pa + p1 on E*, let us set 
(The last corresponds to Xiv in [20]). If we define 
J = j (Xo - -&I log (2) 4 
JF = j (X,, - X )log (+) dcL> 
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then J < co implies pi and t~s are equivalent. If pLo and pi are Gaussian and 
J = co, then the measures are singular; this is proved in [20]. Moreover, as F 
increases, JF increases and tends toward J; also, in the case of equivalence 
Xi, tends to X, almost everywhere. Therefore, to study the equivalence of 
Gaussian measures in more detail, we should find the most convenient 
possible expressions for JF and d&dpOF . Section 2 sets up machinery for 
doing this, and section 3 applies the machinery to Gaussian measures on 
finite-dimensional spaces. 
2. HILBERT SUBSPACES OF E* 
The first part of this section recalls some propositions from [16], for the 
special case with which we are concerned, namely the vector space E*, 
furnished with the weak topology with respect to E. It is easy to see that E* is 
complete, so that [16] applies. We include some other propositions which will 
be useful in the comparison of Gaussian measures. Our notation follows [ 161, 
with simplifications due to the restriction to real vector spaces. In particular, 
(e, x) stands for the action on e E E of a member x of E*. 
By a Hilbert subspace of E* we mean a vector subspace H, together with an 
inner product (,) making it a real Hilbert space, such that the embedding 
map j : H + E* is continuous from the norm topology of H to the weak 
topology of E*. By a kernel on Ewe mean a linear map C : E + E* satisfying 
(e, Ce> > 0, e E E. (1) 
If H is a Hilbert subspace of E, then His naturally identified with its own 
dual, soi has an adjointj* : E -+ H, we call the composition V(H) =j*, the 
reproducing kerne2 of H. The image of G?(H) is a dense subspace of H ([16, 
Prop. 71); for h E H, 
W(H) e, 4 = (e, h), (2) 
and this formula determines V(H) ([16, Prop. 61). 
On the other hand, let C be a kernel on E; then it is weakly continuous 
from E to E* ([16, Prop. 41) and defines a Hilbert space Z(C): an element 
x E E* belongs to Z’(C) if and only if there is a finite k such that 
I<e, x>I d We, CeY, (3) 
and the smallest possible value of k is then I/ x [I ([16, Prop. 81). It follows that, 
for e, , ea E E, 
(Ce, , Ce,) = <el , Cd. (4) 
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The maps &? and V which we have defined are inverses of one another 
([16, Prop. IO]). 
If Ci , i = 0, 1, are kernels on E, we may have occasion to compare X(C,) 
and X(C,). (When several kernels or Hilbert subspaces are being considered, 
we shall label the inner products and norms with appropriate subscripts.) We 
have 
PROPOSITION 1. Put Hi = &?(C,), i = 0, 1. Then H,, = HI as vector 
subspaces of E* if and only if there is a bounded operator M on HI , with 
bounded inverse, such that 
Cl = MC, . (5) 
When (5) is true, we also have 
Proof. Suppose (5) is true; then C,,E is a dense subspace of HI . Equation 
(6) follows for h, K E C,,E; in fact, 
(Ge, Gfh = (e, COf > = 0, C,fh = (M% COfh. 
Therefore the topologies induced on C,E by I/ ... /j,, and // ... II1 are identical; 
in fact, 
and 
II Ge II: = OGe, Co4 2 m Ii Ge II? , 
where m is a positive number such that M - m > 0 on HI . (The existence 
of m follows from the facts that M is positive-definite and invertible.) The 
completions of C,,E in the two norms must therefore coincide. 
Conversely, if HO = HI , then ([16, C or. of Prop. 21) there is a constant a 
such that 
a-Ye, C,e> <<e, Cle> <de, C,e> 
or equivalently 
a-l II Ge Ilo < II C,e II G a II Ge II0 . (7) 
From this it follows that we may define an operator M : HO -+ HI by setting 
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MC,,e = C,e, and extending to H,, by continuity. Now if h = C,,e, and 
kEHl> 
0% 6, = (MC,e, 4, = (Q, Ml = (e, k> 
= (C,e, kh = (4 &, . 
This proves (6). To complete the proof we must show that M and M-l are 
bounded on HI . (We already have them bounded by a as between Ho and 
HI .) But 
so that j/ h /I,, < a /I h II r ; and similarly /I h l/r < a 11 h I/,, . Therefore 
Ii 15zh II1 < a II h /lo G 2 II h II1 and II h 111 < a II h llo G a2 II M/z IL . 
This completes the proof. 
Suppose F is a subspace of E; then C induces a kernel C, : F + F*, defined 
bY 
C,f =17,,Cf, or <f7 Cfl> = (f* CFfl> (8) 
with Cfr E E* and C, fi E F*. Then LrFE is a bounded operator from&‘(C) to 
Z(C,); indeed, for h E X(C), f E F, using (3) we find 
l<f,nFEh>l = l<f, h)l G <ft Cf Y2 II h II 
= Cf, CFf P II h II 9 
and another application of (3) shows that I/ IIF& 11 < II h II . The adjoint 
bEF : X(C,) -+ s(C) satisfies 
$FCFf = Ch (9) 
indeed, 
Also, lEF is an isometry; indeed, for h in a dense subspace of &‘(C,) we 
can say h = C,f, and 
II QdJ IIE = II %CFf IIE = II Cf II.?? 9 
= <f, Cf Y2 = (f, CFf Y, 
= II CFf IIF = II h/IF 7 
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and the equality extends by continuity. It follows that L7,, is a projection of 
X(C) onto Z(C,). 
If F, CF, CF, C E, then nFIF, o flFaF3 = L7F,P:, . It is tempting to think of 
X(C) as a projective limit of the spaces ju;(C,), for F E 9. More precisely, 
PROPOSITION 2. Let h, E X(C,) for F E 9; suppose that .for F, C F2 t 9, 
17F1$h2 = h, . Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
h E Z(C) suci that IT,,h = h, is that {I/ h F ‘iF : F E 9) be bounded; the least 
upper bound is equal to /( h ‘iE , and h =: lim, LEFh, in the norm topology of .Y(C). 
Proof. The necessity of the condition is obvious since Ii L7,h llF >< h l,E. 
Conversely, suppose 
SUP{II h, IiF :FEF}=A<=~. 
Define h E E* by 
(e, h) = <e, hF) (10) 
where e E F E 9. The choice of F does not affect the value of (I 0); indeed, 
suppose e E F, C F, E %-; then 
To show that h E YE’(C) we refer to (3). For e E F E 3, 
l<e, h)l = l<e, &)I = l(CFe, hdF I < II CFe iiF II h, IIF 
= (e, CFe)1/2 11 h, llF < A(e, Ce)1/2. 
Thus I/ h lIE < A. Now (10) shows that h, = lI,,h, so /I h IIE > 11 h, IJF; 
therefore (1 h II >, A. As for the last statement, we have h, = Il,,h, and a 
routine calculation gives us 
Suppose Ci is a kernel on the space Ei , i = 0, 1. Then C, @ C, is a map 
from E, @ El to E,* @ El* (both tensor products being taken in the alge- 
braic sense), which may be identified with a subspace of (E,, @ El)*. 
PROPOSITION 3. The map CO @ Cl : E,, @ El + (E, @ El)* is a kernel. 
Proof. It is necessary to prove that (t, (C,, @ C,) t) 3 0, where 
t = C ei @fj , ej E E, , fj E El , is an arbitrary member of E, @ El. By the 
Gram-Schmidt process one can replace the ej’s with linear combinations 
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which are orthogonal with respect to C,,; thus it is no loss of generality to 
assume (ej , Cae,) = 0 for j # K. Then 
and the last sum consists of nonnegative terms. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let Hi = S(C,), where Ci is as above. Let H,, @ HI 
stand for the Hilbert space tensor product. Then H,, @ HI is naturally identified 
with X(C, @ C,). 
Proof. Let K be the dense subspace of H,, @ HI consisting of finite sums 
of elements of the form h, @ h,; let j be the natural embedding of K into 
(Er @ E,)*. Then for hi E Hi, ei E Ei we have 
<e, 0 el ,i& 0 4)) = <e. , ho) <el ,h,) 
= (Ge, , h& (Gel , hlh 
= ((Co 0 Cl) (e, 0 4, ho 0 Wol . 
In general, therefore, for K E K, 
This is the counterpart of Eq. (2). It shows that j is continuous from the norm 
topology on K to the weak topology on (E, @El)*; therefore j may be 
continued to a map of H,, @ HI into (E,, @ E,)*. The same equation implies 
that 
Co @ Cl = V(H, @ HI). 
3. GAUSSIAN MEASURES ON FINITE-DIMENSIONAL SPACES 
Let F be a finite-dimensional vector space, let m E F* and let C be a kernel 
on F. Then the Gaussian measure p with mean so and covariance C has the 
characteristic function 
D(f) = I,, edi< f, 6) 444 = expWfy m> - S ( f, Cf >I. 
The support of pLF is an affine subspace of F*, namely {m + Cf : f EF). 
409/37/J-17 
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Indeed, let H = Im C; suppose f E H’ CF. Then (f, C’) = 0, and 
@(A,) = exp(iA(f, m)). But @(At) is the characteristic function of the 
random variable (f, x); therefore this must be equal to (f, m> with pro- 
bability 1. Conversely, if (f, x) = (f, m) with probability 1, then 
(f, Cf) = 0 which implies f E HL. 
If two measures pi are given, i = 0, 1, with means mi and covariances Ci , 
then they are equivalent if and only if A?(C,) = Z(C,) as linear spaces and 
m, - m,, E Y(C,). Indeed, X(CJ = Im Ci in the finite dimensional case, 
and two Gaussian measures are equivalent if and only if they are supported 
by the same affine subspace. 
Let us define D E (F @F)* by 
(fo Ofi > D> = (fi 9 C,fd - <fo 3 GfJ. (11) 
Then 
PROPOSITION 5. A necessary and su$icient condition for LV(C,,) = #(CT’,) 
is that D E X(C, @ C,). 
Let us put Hi = X(Ci) and let Ki be the null space of Ci; as subspaces of 
F* and F respectively, these are mutual orthogonal complements. 
LEMMA. The null space of Co @ Cl is F @ Kl + K,, OF. 
Proof. Choose a basis { fi ,..., fm; fi’ ,..., fn’} of F so that { fi ,..., fm} is a 
basis of K,; then {C, fi’,..., C, fn’> is a basis of H,, . Let t E F @F and suppose 
(Co @ Cl) t = 0. Let t = C fj @ gj + C fk’ 0 gk’, gj , g,’ E F. Then 
0 = (C, 0 C,) t = c C,fk @ C,glc’. 
But the C, fk’ are linearly independent, so it follows that C,gk’ = 0, 
k = I,..., n, which is to say that g,’ E Kl . Thus 
Conversely, if t E K,, @F + F @ Kl , then it is obvious that 
(Cl @ C,) t = 0. 
To complete the proof of Prop. 2, suppose first that D E H,, @ HI; then 
(t, D) = 0 if t belongs to the null space of C,, @ C, . Let fO E K, , f E F; then 
0 = <fo Of, D) = <fo > Gf) - <fo , Gf) = - (fo , Gf), (12) 
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which implies f0 E K,; thus K,, C Kr which implies H,, 1 HI . Similarly 
Ha Z H, . On the other hand, suppose D $ H, @ Hi; then by the lemma there 
exists an element of the form t = f0 @f, with f0 E K,, , or t = f @ fi , with 
fi E K1 , such that (t, D> # 0. As in (12) one finds either (f, Cl fo) # 0 or 
( f, C, fi> # 0. In either case it follows that H, # H1 . 
When EL,, and pi are equivalent, the Radon-Nikodym derivative may be 
expressed using D. Indeed, suppose H, = H1 as vector spaces and 
ml--m,EHo. The density of p,, with respect to a certain Lebesgue measure 
p on the aihne subspace m, + Ho is given by 
( ) 2 (4 = exp{- 4j (x - m, , x - m&}. 
Recalling (3, we see that the density of pi with respect to the same p is 
41 ( 1 T (cc) = (det M)-n2 exp{- + (x - m, , x - ml)& 
Therefore 
Go ( ) K (~1 = (det M)lj2 exp(t [(x - ml , x - ml)1 - (x - m, , x - mo), 
+ (x - mo, x - mob - 6 - m, , x - m,),]}. 
Now let hi E Ho and fi E F such that Ca fi = hi; then 
(4, , h,), - (ho 3 4, = < fi , ho) - < fo 9 4) 
= <fi , C,fo> - (fo 3 C,fi> = <fo Ofi > D> 
= (Cofo 0 C,fi 9 D),, = (ho 0 h 9 @,I . 
(13) 
40 ( ) dcGl (x) = (det M)““exp{[(x - mo, m, - mJl + &II m. - ml II,” 
+ 4 ((x - m,) 0 (x - mo), D)oI1~. (14) 
A slightly more symmetrical form of the same equation is 
dtLo ( ) z (x) = (det M)l12 exp(+ [(m. - m, , x - m& 
15) 
+ ((2 - m,) 0 (x - ml), Qol - (ml - m. , x - mo)ol~- 
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The quantity JF defined in Sect. 1 can be computed as 
= 
s 
[(x - m,,m, - ml)l + 4 II m, - ml ~1; 
+ t ((x - m,) 0 (x - mo), %I 4~ 
--I- j [(x - m, , ml - m,), + 4 Ii m. - ml If 
- & ((x ~ ml) 0 (3 - 4, WoIl 4~~ 7 
= i II m, - ml Iii + 4~ 1 ((x - m,) 0 (x - m,), Qol Go 
- 4 s (CT - m) 0 (x - 4, D),, dcLl + 4 II m. - ml II: . 
To proceed further, let us choose a basis {ha} of Ho = HI that is orthogonal 
in both inner products, with 
II ha Ilo = 1 and II h, 111 = 4 . 
(4 0 ha > D),, = VL 3 44, - (ha > hdo = LO,2 - 1). 
Since 
II 4 0 h, llol = A, 1 
we have 
On the other hand, if we set h = x - mi , then the {(h, h,)$} are orthogonal 
random variables, with respect to pi , having mean 0 and variance I/ h, 11:. 
We can expand (h @ h, D),, in terms of these random variables, using the 
formulas 
h = c. (h, Uo ha = Ccx X2 0% h,),h, ; 
we find 
.r ((x - mo) 0 (x - mo), DJol Go = 1 (Aa” - 11, a 
s ((x - ml) 0 (x - ml), Qol d,+ = c (AT2 - 1). 0: 
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Comparing these integrals with (16) we find 
JF = S II D 11% + ii II ma - ml lli + & II ma - ml IIF . (17) 
This agrees with (1.9) of [20]. 
4. PASSAGE TO THE INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
Now let pI, i = 0, 1, be Gaussian measures on E*, with means m, and 
covariances Ct. Then for F E F, let paF = IT&J; this is a Gaussian 
measure whose mean is miF = lIFEmi and covariance Ci, is the restriction of 
II,&‘, to F. The results of Sect. 3 apply to piF; hereafter we shall distinguish 
structures pertaining to F by a subscript F, e.g., D, , (,)OF, etc. We now 
define D E (E @ E)* by 
<e. 0 e, , D> = (e, , Doe,) - (eat Gel> (18) 
analogously to (1 l), and note that D, is the restriction of D to F @F. 
THEOREM 1. The measures pa and p1 are mutually equivalent or mutually 
singular, depending on whether or not 
ma - ml E s(G) and D E X(C, @ C,). 
Proof. By the result of Shepp quoted at the end of Sect. 1, the dichotomy 
depends on whether J < co or J = co; since JF - J, the question reduces to 
that of whether the JF’s have an upper bound. Now (17) shows that JF has 
an upper bound if and only if I: mOF - mOF IloF , II mOF - % I/W , and II DF Ilou 
have upper bounds. But now Prop. 2 applies, and shows that JF is bounded if 
and only if 
m. - ml E WC01 f-7 z(Cl) and D E &‘(C, @ C,). 
Thus the proof is complete, except for pointing out that if D E X(C, @ C,), 
then %(C,) and &‘(C,) are the same as vector subspaces of E*. 
In the present context the easiest way to see this is to note that X(CJ may 
be characterized as the set of vectors x such that pi is quasi-invariant under 
translation by X, i.e. that translation permutes the pi-null sets among them- 
selves. If D E Z(C, @ C,), then the Gaussian measures with covariances Co 
and C, and means 0 have the same null sets. Thus the characterizations of 
X(C,) and %(C,) are logically equivalent. 
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5. COMPUTATION OF THE RADON-KIKODYM DERIVATIVE 
In this section, we assume that D E Z(C, @ C,). Equation (14) gives us a 
formula for &sF/LZ~iF , which we may write as follows: 
t 1 % (ITFEz) = (det &ZF)lj2 exph (fl& - ml> 0 IT& - 4, DdolF 
As F ranges through 9, the last two terms in the exponent tend to 
well-defined limits in L&i). The first term, however, may not; and det &IF 
may not converge. Our strategy is to subtract an amount from the quadratic 
term so as to make the differences converge, at least in L&r). The compen- 
sating factor, multiplied by (det &ZF)1/2, will also converge. 
Now the general theorem that (d~sF/d~rF) 0 DFE converges to dp,,/dpl 
follows from the work of Helms [9]. This result applies if F is restricted to a 
subnet F’ of F provided that dp,,/dpl is measurable with respect to the 
u-field generated by UFEp,(2ZF) (see Sect. 1). 
PROPOSITION 6. If UFEF,(CIF) generates a dense subspace of Af(C,), then 
UFEF&YF generates a’, up to pl-null sets. 
Proof. .Y&Y may be defined as the smallest u-field with respect to which 
t? : x H (e, x) is a measurable function of x for e E E. Now C,e ++ i? is an 
isometry from C,E, with the norm of #(Cl), to L&i). Thus if ear E UFEF, F 
and ]I Cre, - C,e /II -+ 0, then & + t? in L&i). By taking a subsequence if 
necessary, we can ensure that t?=(x) + i(x) almost everywhere (for pr). There- 
fore i is measurable, up to sets of p.,-measure 0, with respect to any o-field for 
which the e, are measurable. This proves the proposition. 
As a corollary of Prop. 6, in case X(C,) is separable, there is a sequence 
@LX : 01 = l,..., } in E such that if F, is spanned by {e, ,..., e,}, then UngF, 
generates a, and therefore (dpoF,/dplF,) 0 II,, converges in L,(& to dpO/dpl . 
Even if X(C,) is not separable, it is still possible to reduce the problem to 
one on a separable subspace. Indeed, we see from (13) and (6) that 
(A 0 4 D),, = (4 4, - (4 4, = ((1-W h, 4,; (20) 
therefore I-M is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, and in an orthonormal basis 
all but a countable set of vectors are sent into 0 by it. Each of those vectors 
may be approximated by a sequence of vectors in C,E, and so may m. - m, . 
Let the closed subspace of X(C,) spanned by the union of these sequences 
be H, , and let its orthogonal complement in H(C,) be H,, . Then H, n C,E 
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is dense in Ha , the latter is separable, and M = I on Hb . Because of (6), 
Ha and Hb are also orthogonal complements in #(C,,). Now the random 
variables corresponding to vectors in Ha are independent of those corres- 
ponding to vectors in Hb , whether with respect to CL,, or pi . Therefore each 
measure pi may be naturally identified with a Cartesian product pia x pib 
where, for instance, pCLia is the projection of pi on Ha (by abuse of language). 
But pob = prb; therefore dp,,/dpl is essentially dpoa/dplo . This fact has the 
consequence that dp,-Jdpl is measurable with respect to the a-field generated 
by lJn5YF, where {Fn} is any sequence of members of 9 such that (Jn %?rFn 
spans a dense subspace of H, . 
To obtain a sequence F, , choose {e= , 01 = l,...} in E such that {Cie,} is 
an orthonormal basis of Ha in the inner product (,)i; let F, be spanned by 
(6 ,*--, e,}. For simplicity of notation, we write II, for IIPfiE, and analogously 
D,, , A&, , etc. Set h, = Cie, . Using (8) and (9) we find ~~C’i,e, = h, , whereas 
l7,h, = C,,e, if 01 < 12 and = 0 if LY > n. Consequently 
lir,(x - ml> = f (x - ml , h,h Gem; 
a=1 
there is no difficulty about defining the inner product, because h, E C,E. 
Also we find 
Therefore 
We must consider the limit of this expression as n increases. 
If 01 # /I, then (x - m, , h,), and (x - m, , h,), are independent random 
variables (with respect to pi), each with mean 0 and variance 1. Consequently 
their product has mean 0 and variance 1. On the other hand, (X - m, , hJ12 
has mean 1 and second moment 3. For different pairs (01, /3), the products are 
uncorrelated. Now we can deduce from D E X(C, @ C,) that 
c l(ha 0 he, Dh,, I2 < 00. (22) 
If we had C j(h, @ h, , D),,l 1 < co, then the sum in (21) would converge in 
L&J.,) as n + co. In general, we cannot rely on the stronger condition, but 
(22) would be sufficient to insure convergence in L, if the products 
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(x - m 1 , h,), (x - m i , h,), had uniformly bounded L, norms and were 
orthogonal. This is almost, but not quite, true. The exceptions are the 
diagonal terms (X - m, , h,)r2, which fail to be orthogonal because of their 
nonzero means. We repair the situation by subtracting off their respective 
means; in 
the terms are orthogonal, and the sum converges in L, . By passing to a 
subsequence, if necessary, we can guarantee the convergence almost every- 
where of dpom/dpln, (x - m, , ~,,~,,(m, - ml)),, , and (23). Therefore we 
have 
THEOREM 2. Let pi , i = 0, 1, be Gaussian measures on E with means mi 
and covariances Ci , such that D [de$ned by (18)] is a member of &‘(C, @ Cl) 
and m, - m, E Z(C,). Then p,, is equivalent to pl , and if{ha} is an orthonormal 
basis of X= consisting of members of C,E, we have almost everywhere 
dcLo 
i 1 K (4 = &$(det ~,P2 exp{il CL9 %I1 
x $,expB W&(x - ml> 0 dL(x - ml) - 5, , D),, (24) 
+ (x - ml , m. - mLo - t II m. - ml lli17 
where N is a suitable subsequence of the integers, L,, , IIll , and M, are dejned 
above, and 
Proof. For fixed n, the right side of (24) is like (19), except that we have 
evaluated the limits of the last two terms inside the square brackets. The first 
term in the square brackets converges almost everywhere, by the argument 
centering on (23). As for the convergence of the first factor, this follows from 
the convergence almost everywhere of dpon/dpl,, and of the exponential in (22). 
A more direct proof of an equivalent theorem is found in ([19, Lemma IB]). 
Remark. The limiting procedure in (22) is a little more perspicuous in the 
special case in which all the eigenvectors of M-I may be chosen in C,E. Then 
we take {h,} to be those eigenvectors, with (M-I) h, = pOLh.; we have 
C pm2 < co. Say h, = Cre,; then 
M,,.ll,h, = M,,Clmea = Cone, = l&C,e, = Ll,,MC,e, = II,,Mh, . 
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Consequently (A& - I)I7,$, = pJTnha. Now by (20) 
@ct 0 ha > % = ((1-W h, 3 0, = - ~a > 
so 
(det MY2 exp{+ (6, , %J = fi W + PJ exp(- PJI~/~. 
CC4 
The a-th factor in this product is 
so the product converges absolutely. 
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